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About This Game

MagiCat takes players on a quest to retrieve a stolen artifact and explore the astounding magical worlds of the MagiCat
universe. Using the powers of dashing, high jump, a 5d3b920ae0
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I suck at platformers and gaming but. I love cats and this is a great game. Super cute, the music is nice. The bosses are kinda
cute too! It's also fun doing all the puzzles (though sometimes fustrating) because I'm collecting the red gems.. One of the best
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platformers i've played. Like the ones I played as a child (early kirby games came to mind), and without the nostalgia-goggles,
this probably means this game has better level design and balance than some of those. While the basic gameplay is fairly casual,
it realy starts to shine in how cleverly the chalenges are designed: going for all gems requires some decent platformer skills. tl;dr
- buy if you love to challenge yourself in 100%-ing a platformer.. Alright so I got this game because I was pretty sure it was safe
to play infront of a little kid. I thought it was going to be droll and expected the game to rely on it's "cuteness" instead of good
gameplay. I WAS WRONG. Seriously, this game is much more fun than i thought it would be. I'm loving it. It starts out being
very easy and just keeps getting a little harder after each board. It definitely feels a little like mario sometimes but the puzzles
get much more intelligent than the simple ones I dealt with as a kid. I'm 35 years old and I enjoy this game. I would recommend
it if you are looking for a no frills platformer. I give this a 7/10.. If you're looking for an amazing side-scroll platformer packed
full of kitty-cuteness this is the game for you! Fairly crisp gameplay, there have been a few collisions or lack thereof I disagree
with, but they were few and far between, especially in comparison to other titles in similar genres.. it deosnt work for me
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